The concept and real-time implementation of an experimental home-use digital HDTV recorder is presented. The system is based on small recording mechanics and high-quality video sampling and coding wing an advanced motion-compensated DCT bit-rute reduction system.
Introduction
As a result of the expanding developments for digital broadcasting (B-ISDN) and the trend towards large-capacity storage media, digital recording of high-quality television signals for home-use applications comes within reach. In the past years, several experimental digital recording systems have been worked out [l] for standarddefinition (SDTV) signals at around 20 Mbit/s net video bit rate.
In this paper we explore the subsequent step, namely digital high-definition video recording (HDTV) for consumer use, and we present an experimental HDTV recorder with a playing time of two hours. The recorder concept, verified by a real-time prototype, is based on s m a l l magnetic recording mechanics and advanced bit-rate reduction techniques.
For recording mechanics, we used a modified 8mm system, which is considered small enough (e.g. also the cassette) to ensure portable applications. The scanner was modified to increase the recording bit rate and density. Furthermore,
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a special 24-25 channel code was implemented featuring digitally embedded tracking tones.
The foregoing implicates that the recording bit rate is limited to 70-80 Mbit/s, so that the HDTV signals must be compressed by at least a factor 10. This has been achieved by compressing groups of two frames, and by applying DCT coding combined with motion compensation.
Bit-rate reduction
We have implemented an intra-two-frame coding system in which groups of two frames are coded independently. This enables editing on two-frame basis and it enhances the system robustness and trick modes, such as fast searching. The first frame of each group is intr&ame DCT coded, yielding a factor 5-6 compression, while an additional factor 2 is obtained by motioncompensated coding of the second frame. The control is such that the bit rate is constant over two frames (in average 50 Mbit/s). Figure 1 (left-hand part) portrays the block diagram of the bit-rate reduction system. In the preprocessing 8 x 8 sample blocks are constructed from video frames. These blocks are transformed with the DCT and then adaptively quantized (Q). Finally, the quantized components are coded with variable-length words (VLC). Simultaneously, the data of the first frame are reconstructed again (DCT Q -l) and stored. When the second frame is processed, the first frame is used to perform motion-compensated prediction, pressed. In the decoder, the coded prediction error is added to the first frame after applying motion compensation, in order to reconstruct the second frame.
Channel coding and scanner
We have implemented a new high-efficiency DCfree channel code, called 2425 modulation, to constitute pilot tones which are embedded in the data. The codewords are selected in such a way that the running digital s u m of the code follows a triangular wave form with a period that corresponds to the tracking tone frequency.
System robustness is improved substantially by using a Reed-Solomon product code for error correction. The code block consists of rows that are equal t o sync blocks, while the number of rows is high enough to correct long burst errors.
The channel electronics are constructed in parallel (see Fig. 1 , right-hand part) to drive the scanner containing 2 x 2 magnetic heads. In the drum, rotating preampmers have been mounted for improving the SNR. 
